Falmouth High School (ME)
Promotion Policy

A student will be promoted from a course based on the following:

* An average final grade of 77 or higher (learning targets will be averaged together in order to create a final grade in a given course) unless flagged by the teacher through SCT (student centered team), assuming s/he will have an opportunity to meet a relevant content standard in subsequent course(s).

* Students will need to meet all standards prior to graduation, but will have time to accomplish that in subsequent courses that offer the same content/ graduation standards across a sequence.

For any lower grade the following will occur:

* An average final grade of 70 - 76 will constitute a mandatory review by representatives of SCT who will look to see if the student has persistent issues around low skills. Student plans will be created to help close any gaps. This may include repeating part or all of a course, taking a specially designed Pathways course next year to address both content and skills gaps, completing online unit to assure that students have requisite skills or knowledge, or other options within our course and RTI structure.

* An average below 70 will mean a student cannot progress without appropriate remediation.

* If a student isn’t meeting any learning target aligned to a content standard that is only offered through a single class during all of high school, teams can either make an adjustment in the content standards to allow more opportunities through other courses (core or elective) or provide other options to allow students the opportunity to gain proficiency. Content teams should communicate with administration and SCT as we continue to make adjustments that provide all students the opportunity to meet all standards.